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popular development process for producing software

The Business Advantages of Agile
Development and Open Source Software

in a flexible and iterative manner that can deliver value

The combination of agile development methodologies

to the enterprise faster, reduce project risk and allow

and the use of open source components streamlines

adaptation to changes more quickly.

software development so that developers can innovate

“Agile” software development is an increasingly

Open source software components have characteristics

more—and code less. It allows the enterprise to:

that afford their use in agile processes because they

Accelerate time to market—Developers can

are modular, component oriented and standards-based.

leverage standards-based code to avoid developing

While open source software has enormous potential

components that are already generally available. The

to be used in new projects so enterprise developers

judicious use of open source can free-up resources

can avoid wasting time reinventing the wheel—there

that may otherwise be consumed in areas that don’t

are hundreds of thousands of components available

provide added value to users or differentiation against

for reuse on the Internet—open source must be

competitors, and it can allow developers to more

managed properly according to corporate policies and

rapidly deliver software functionality.

procedures.

Increase innovation and feature capabilities—

Open source software has associated licensing,

Developers can leverage existing open source

management and security issues that need to

software code to accelerate the delivery of software

be addressed so the enterprise can increase the

functionality. Organizations can more swiftly implement

velocity of agile development by reusing open source

new features in each development iteration and focus

components. Without an automated process to manage

development resources on innovation and reducing

license and component approval, it is impossible to

the product backlog of features that need to be

efficiently take advantage of open source in agile

implemented.

development because the organization could not work
the legal and corporate policy approvals in the tight

Control development costs—Reuse of open source

timeframes required for agile development sprints.

code allows organizations to reduce development

This whitepaper explains the advantages of reusing

productivity.

open source components in projects implemented by
agile development teams, discusses the issues and
risks that must be managed and highlights the benefits
organizations can receive by leveraging open source
components. It concludes with a brief case study that
demonstrates the productivity gains that can be swiftly
realized by integrating agile development and open
source software.

and licensing costs while improving development

Agile development processes and the informed use
of open source software allow the enterprise to
build better software faster and cheaper. To better
understand these synergies, it is useful to consider
a brief overview of open source software and agile
development methodologies.

An Overview of Agile Software
Development

include daily face-to-face communication among

Agile software development refers to a group of

representative and any interested stakeholders as

software development methodologies that are

observers. In a brief session, team members report to

based on similar principles. Agile methodologies

each other what they did yesterday, what they intend

generally promote a project management process

to do today and what their roadblocks are, and this

that encourages continuous availability of working

daily communication prevents problems from being

software, frequent testing and adaptation, a leadership

hidden.

philosophy that encourages team work, selforganization and accountability, a set of engineering
best practices that allow for rapid delivery of highquality software and a business approach that aligns
development with customer needs and company goals.

team members. This usually includes the customer

Agile methods emphasize working software as the
primary measure of progress. Combined with the
preference for face-to-face communication, agile
methods usually produce less written documentation
than other methods. In an agile project, documentation

There are many specific agile development methods.

and other project artifacts are less valued than working

Agile development involves implementing in small

software. Requirements are captured in acceptance

increments with lightweight planning, rather than

criteria and tests. Management practices are different

focusing on long-term planning and detailed

in agile development because the dependent project

documentation. Iterations have short timeframes,

variable is time in traditional methodologies while

which typically last from one to four weeks. Each

it is functionality in agile methodologies. Actual

iteration is worked on by a team through a full software

implementations are also different in that traditional

development cycle, including planning, requirements

software development methodologies are horizontal,

analysis, design, coding, unit testing and acceptance

bottoms up approaches while agile approaches are

testing, when a working code build is demonstrated

vertical across all layers, with functionality expected to

to stakeholders. This helps to reduce the overall risk,

change throughout the development cycle and source

and allows the project to adapt to changes more

being refactored frequently.

quickly. An iteration may not add enough functionality

An Overview of Open Source Software

to warrant releasing the code, but the goal is to have
an installable release (with minimal bugs) at the end of
each iteration. Multiple iterations are often required to
release a product or new functionality.

Open source software has had a revolutionary impact
on the software industry. With the success and
ubiquity of open source projects, most enterprise and
commercial software development teams now take a

There are many variations of agile development

“hybrid” approach, mixing open source with internal

methodologies including Scrum, Extreme Programming

code to shorten software development schedules.

(XP), Crystal Clear, Feature-Driven Development and

However, open source software and other third-

Lean Software Development. Most agile methodologies

party code introduce risks and challenges that must

be managed, including license obligations, security

While open source offers tremendous productivity

vulnerabilities and version proliferation.

enhancement opportunities, the ability to easily find

Organizations need robust processes that allow
engineers and policy administrators to communicate
and collaborate without grinding productivity to a
halt. Open source software is free, but it is not a “free
lunch” because it is not without obligations, and not
without challenges.

and assess the best open source components is key
to developer productivity. It is impractical for any
enterprise development organization to track and
update available open source code and its associated
metadata, and Black Duck™ Software offers the
Black Duck KnowledgeBase to help developers find
and utilize available open source software. Black Duck

With open source software, human-readable source

continuously searches the internet for open source and

code is made available under a copyright license

downloadable code. The result is the industry’s most

that meets the Open Source Definition. It must be

comprehensive database of open source software and

distributed without royalty, and the distributor must

associated license and other information.

make the source code for the software freely available.
Open source projects are therefore owned by their
communities and their contributors, and development
organizations can turn to open source software to
quickly add functionality to software applications.
Some of the major characteristics of open source
software include the following:

The Black Duck KnowledgeBase (Figure 1) includes
roughly 200,000 projects from almost 4000 sites and
is updated with thousands of new projects on a regular
basis. In addition, the KnowledgeBase contains detailed
data for over 1,400 unique software licenses (GPL,
LGPL, Apache, etc) including not only the full license
text, but dozens of encoded attributes and obligations

Modular—Components can be easily integrated

for each license; enabling fast and accurate analysis

to swiftly add functionality.

and automated license compatibility notifications.

Built for reuse—Software is designed for use in
multiple applications, allowing developers to easily
add features and functionality.
Typically standards-based—Compliance with
open standards enables efficient use of code
across multiple development organizations.
Transparent—Open source software includes its
own source code, providing developers with clear
insights into its quality and capabilities.

Figure 1: Comprehensive Open Source Database

The Black Duck KnowledgeBase is supported by

source components developers might consider as

significant resources and processes that have been

alternatives to writing their own code and reinventing

developed over many years. Replicating the Black

the wheel. This sample of components covers a

Duck KnowledgeBase would take several years and

wide range of readily-available code including tools

is virtually impossible as web sites, code and projects

and frameworks, security, authentication, content

have disappeared over the years. Black Duck captures

management, speech recognition, business reporting,

extensive metadata on open source code, and the

as well as VoIP communications. For example the

KnowledgeBase is continuously expanded. Black Duck

Asterisk project is an open source project comprised of

issues regular security vulnerability alerts and issues

more than 735,000 lines of excellent foundation code

updates to the KnowledgeBase once or twice each

that developer organizations large and small are re-

month. Re-using open source components allows

using as the foundation for next generation VoIP-based

development organizations to invest in software

communication services.

features that provide a competitive advantage, because
if code is available as open source it is available to
anyone.

Measuring Development Velocity
To understand how to efficiently leverage open
source components in an agile development process,

Figure 2 shows a small sample of the available open

it is useful to drill down into a representative agile

Figure 2: A sample of open source component and the associated lines of code that could be used to
offset internal development.

Component Name (LoC*)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ACEGI (150K)		
Alfresco (2,355K)
AndroMDA (132K)
ANTLR (451K)		
Asterisk (735K)
Bioclipse (628K)
BIRT (1,874K)		
Bitstream fonts
Log4j/Log4net (54K)
Eclipse Trader (384K)
eGroupware (596K)
FlexWiki (112K)
GeoTools (1,682K)
Hibernate (734K)
ImageMagick (334K)
Informa (30K)		
Inkscape (929K)
JFreeChart (368K)

Function

Security, User authentication
Content Management
Code gen framework (MDA)
Tool for Language Recognition
PBX, telephony app framework
Chem and Bioinformatics
Business reporting
Fonts
Logging
Stock exchange analysis system
Enterprise class groupware
Content management
GIS toolkit
Object-relational mapping
Bit map editor
News aggregation library
Vector graphics editor
Charting library

Component Name (LoC*)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Krang (109K)		
MySQL		
OpenNMS (513K)
OpenORB		
OpenSIPS (298K)
OpenSBC		
OpenSSL		
Oxite		
Pentaho (169K)
PDQ 		
Quartz (120K)		
Sage (519K)		
CMU Sphinx (912K)
Spring (930K)		
SugarCRM (134K)
Tigra Calendar		
Xerces (251K)		
zlib			

Function

Content management
Relational DB
Network & systems mgmnt
CORBA framework
SIP server for telephony/comm’s
Session border controller
Security/cryptography
Blog platform
Business reporting
Queue theory analytic package
Job scheduler
Mathematics software system
Speech recognition
Application framework
CRM
Calendar applet
XML Parser
Data compression

development process. One popular method of agile

process, it is inherently more chaotic and more difficult

development is Scrum Development, an iterative

to manage. But the truth is that there are common

incremental software development process. The

management approaches to guiding agile software

main management roles are the Scrum Master who

development. For example, in the Scrum method

maintains the processes and works similarly to a

burn-down charts are created to visually display

project manager, the Product Owner who represents

the remaining work in the sprint backlog. Generally

the stakeholders and the developers.

updated daily, burn-down charts provide a simple view

During each sprint (a 15-30 day period with the

of the development progress.

length decided by the team), the developers create an

Consider an enterprise software development program

increment of usable software. The set of features that

that will consist of five, two-week sprints. Figure 3

go into a sprint come from the product backlog, which

shows a typical “burn down” chart used in Agile project

is a prioritized set of high-level requirements of work

management containing the five two-week sprints

to be done. Which backlog items go into the sprint

represented along the x-axis and the User Stories

is determined during the sprint planning meeting.

on the y-axis. A Scrum Master sits down with the

During this meeting the Product Owner informs the

Product Owners to define priorities and user stories

team of the items in the product backlog and the

that specify desired software requirements in the

team determines how much of this they can commit

business language of the user communities. Each story

to complete during the next sprint. The set of features

is assigned a weight based on complexity points that

committed to by the team for the sprint is the sprint

measure how difficult the functionality is to develop,

backlog.

the Product Owner prioritizes the user stories and then

During a sprint, no one is able to change the sprint

the Scrum Master develops the burn-down chart.

backlog, which means that the requirements are frozen

This method allows the team to create a development

for that sprint. After a sprint is completed, the team

trajectory of the reduction of the backlog over time

demonstrates the use of the software. A key principle

against which they can carefully monitor progress

of Scrum is its recognition that during a project

against the development plan. The progress is

the scope, requirements and priorities can change.

measured in complexity points being implemented

Unpredicted challenges cannot be easily addressed in

in a given sprint by the team, also referred to as the

a traditional predictive or planned manner. The Scrum

“velocity” of the team.

approach accepts that the problem cannot be fully
understood or defined upfront, focusing instead on
maximizing the team’s ability to respond to emerging
requirements and deliver quickly.

The deviations in the actual trajectory allow the team
to analyze development velocity and more accurately
predict what the results will be after the 10-week
development cycle of five, two-week sprints. Unlike a

A common misperception of agile development is

waterfall approach, these timeframes are fixed, and

that because it is a more democratic development

if required functionality is reduced to meet the sprint

Figure 3: Agile Project Burn Down Chart

deadline. After just two sprints, the team is able to

Leveraging Open Source in an Agile Process

evaluate the slope of the actual trajectory (velocity)

Since the development timeframe is a fixed time

being achieved to assess progress.

period, the ability to deliver more functionality

Functionality can be monitored and graded as likely
to be completed within 10 weeks, uncertain to be
completed within this timeframe or unlikely to be
completed according to the original schedule, and
the trajectories can be projected at the completion of
each remaining sprint so the team can prioritize the
remaining work as needed. Figure 4 shows that after
two out of five sprints, the development team is able
to project the likelihood of completion of functionality.

within a set schedule is key to the success of an
agile development program. The modular nature of
open source—combined with the vast number and
tremendous variety of open source components
available—align well with the measured and modular
approach inherent in agile software development.
Developers can avoid re-inventing basic functionality
and focus resources on developing functionality that is
unique to their business.

The team can then closely monitor velocity and evolve

While agile development can be tremendously

priorities based on the likelihood of completion within

enhanced by the use of open source, without an

the fixed-period development cycle.

automated process it is impossible to efficiently take

Figure 4: Agile Project Burn Down Chart Showing Projected Functionality and Likelihood of Completion

advantage of open source because the development

approval from internal legal department or policy

team could not possibly manage the legal approvals

committees to make sure the license, support and

and compliance with corporate policies in the tight

security obligations are acceptable to the enterprise.

timeframe of a development sprint.

These challenges and related processes are unique

Open source components can also be used for
rapid prototyping—even if these components do
not become part of the final product. Reliance on
already-developed open source code throughout the

to hybrid development and require a management
platform to automate management of open source
code so it can be integrated into existing development
tools and processes.

though organizations must overcome the challenges

Accelerating Development Velocity with
Open Source

of managing the licensing, security and maintenance

Open source software allows development

requirements of open source software.

organizations to accelerate development velocity

development cycle delivers major productivity gains,

Leveraging open source software requires the
ability to search for, evaluate and select open source
components, and the time required for gaining

by using readily available components to provide
functionality defined in the user stories. Developers can
search the Black Duck KnowledgeBase to find relevant
components, they can leverage the KnowledgeBase

Figure 5: Agile Project Burn Down Chat Illustrating Alternative Development Trajectories.

to assess the security and maturity of the code and

Organizations can efficiently re-use code, even if that

understand the licensing requirements.

code is unfamiliar to the organization. New techniques

Automation of the process of finding and evaluating
the use of open source code allows development
organizations to accelerate development velocity and
accurately project the slope of the velocity curve based
on the incorporation of open source components.
Figure 5 shows how the user stories that are

and skills are required so the organization can sort
through the massive amount of open source code
available to select the most appropriate code. Black
Duck streamlines the ability to identify appropriate
open source code by documenting them in the Black
Duck KnowledgeBase.

candidates for the use of open source can be identified

Once the organization identifies open source

and schedule impact can be accurately assessed. The

“candidates,” developers can evaluate them to assess

team can model alternative development trajectories

the quality and fit of the code with the goals of the

based on the use of open source components. By

project. The team and/or legal counsel can easily

integrating open source into agile development

evaluate the license obligations. The team also needs

processes, organizations can continuously improve

to evaluate the community behind the code to assess

software development results throughout the software

how well the code is supported and how frequently it is

development lifecycle.

updated.

Black Duck supports these new

Figure 6: Managing Open Source in an Agile Process.

decision-making processes
with our management platform,
shown in Figure 6. Finding and
assessing open source—Search
and Select—spans the design
and implementation phase.
When developers start using
lots of components—dozens or
even hundreds—the need for
an automated Approval process
with legal and other management
roles becomes mandatory.
Likewise producing an Audit
of open source use and the
ability to Validate that what is

verifying that the code complies with export

being released complies with what was approved

restrictions on cryptographic code oftentimes requires

is impractical using manual methods, as is trying

similar automation techniques. Discovery of open

to Monitor numerous open source components for

source and cryptography in a given code base is

updates and security vulnerabilities. In addition,

usually associated with baselining code for future

Figure 7: Black Duck’s Product Portfolio.

reference, or for a due
diligence request.
Black Duck offers an
integrated product portfolio
that allows you to accelerate
software development
velocity. Through the
managed use of open
source components, see
Figure 7.
The results can be dramatic.
Not only can companies
accelerate software
development results, they

Figure 8: Costs Savings From use of Open Source.

can also reduce development costs. In one real-world

scenario where an IT organization needs to develop an

customer example, a Black Duck customer realized an

inventory management system for office supplies. The

88% savings in development costs and staff months by

company has selected the Scrum method and plans

leveraging open source components. See Figure: 8.

to develop the application in 12-week release cycles

Black Duck helps companies significantly reduce

consisting of four, three-week sprints for each release.

development costs while accelerating their ability to

The development team consists of eight developers,

incorporate more valuable features in their products.

two quality assurance engineers, a build release

The Black Duck KnowledgeBase can help your

engineer, a Product Owner and a Scrum Master. The

organization realize the promise of agile development

team velocity for a recent project completed by the

methodologies while minimizing the risks and

team was 80 complexity points per sprint, and that

challenges. Agile development methodologies can be
efficiently augmented by hybrid development, where
internally developed code is buttressed by the use of

project was developed using an agile methodology but
not using open source software.

open source software.

The Product Owner and Scrum Master developed

Increasing Development Velocity:
A Case Study

the user stories that addressed the functional areas

To better understand how to increase the velocity

then queried the Black Duck KnowledgeBase to find

of agile development by reusing open source

and evaluate available open source components.

components, consider the following hypothetical

required, shown in Figure 9, and the Scrum Master

Figure 9: User Stories for Inventory Management Application.

Functional Areas

Open Source Components

• User Profile
• Material Master
• Storage Location
• Goods Receipt
• Goods Issue
• View Inventory
• Optimize
• Goods Movement
• Material Reservation
• Adjust Inventory
• Inventory Availability

•
•
•
•
•
•

Acegi – user authorization/authentication
Java Mail - notification
Yahoo UI library
Silk Icon Library
JGAP – optimization algorithms
BIRT - reporting

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hibernate – object relational mapping
Spring – application framework
log4j - logging
Xerces – XML parser
Apache Axis - an implementation of SOAP
Apache Collections - collection handling
AspectJ AOP – aspect oriented programming
JAXB – XML binding

• PostgresQL - Object-Relational Database
• Tomcat – Java servlet container

Complexity points were assigned to each development

Conclusion

task, and the Scrum Master modeled development

In virtually all industries software now plays a critical

under two scenarios, shown in Figure 10:

• Without using open source code and developing
all functionality internally (scenarios shown in
“yellow” in Figure 10)

• Leveraging open source code and focusing
internal developers on innovative functionality
(Scenario shown in “green” in Figure 10)
The conclusion was that the ability to leverage
available open source code would allow the
organization to realize a 32% increase in development
velocity, or complexity units completed per sprint.
This development organization would be able to
improve features by relying on proven open source
code— accelerating by nearly a third the amount of
functionality that could be included in Release 1.

role in an organization’s success. Whether you develop
software for sale as a product or for internal use
within your organization, the ability to rapidly deliver
high-quality, secure software is critical to success.
Many development teams have found that they can
accelerate their development process by including
components of open source and third-party code as
part of their overall solution. The use of open source
and third-party code creates licensing and security
issues of its own. Unmanaged use of externally
sourced code can compromise intellectual property
rights, create unknown license obligations and
introduce hidden security risks.

Figure 10: Case Study Results.

Open source can help developers dramatically increase

The smart re-use of open source components

the velocity of agile software development so they can

increases the velocity of agile development initiatives

produce more code faster and reduce development

and allows development teams to benefit from

costs while focusing engineering resources on

agile methodologies while enabling compliance

developing innovative features that improve the value

with corporate policies and licensing requirements.

of the application to the business. Companies can re-

Innovative solutions from Black Duck Software help

use established code and accelerate the prototyping of

organizations accelerate software development with

new functionality, and they can gain greater flexibility

products and services for finding, managing and

to evolve software designs to support emerging feature

deploying open source software. Black Duck helps the

requirements. But open source also presents new

enterprise fulfill the promise of increased flexibility

challenges, primarily in the areas of:
• Management
• Compliance
• Security

through agile development by allowing organizations
to efficiently leverage open source software according
to enterprise policies and procedures to increase the
velocity of software development.
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